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betantric Summer Camp

We want you to take you to know and experience the Essence of what Tantra is. At the same
time, we will explore how you can connect in consciousness with supra-consiousnes and how
you can understand your own essence !!!

be.tantric propose to you to have 6 days of a unique journey with teachers, ,tantrikas, yoga
practitioners, masseurs or therapists, and people like wise and texperience this in an amamzing
natural set as La LOBERA. 

Three years ago we did a gathering like this but now we want that we can go further and with
frame work of BeTantric is like natural way to do it.

Be.Tantric is a learning and experience online platform that we had worked more than one year
since the Corona started. We have more than 520 video library of Masterclasses within different
topics. We have an online tantric platform in which you can be interconnect with different peers.
We are more than 20 teachers from all over the world. 
This summer some us we will be there for you sharing, enjoying and of course having a unique
tantra vacation, gathering and a way to recycle knowledge around  yoga, meditation, tantra ,
sacred sexuality and self-growth methods.

We believe that as us we want to recycle our knowledge in a kind of easy way but also intensive.
Have a different summer  break to those that we are at the field but at the same time have a
majestic vacation. 

But if you are novel to Tantra does not matter since it will be like a gentle wave to dive in to
TANTRA

Discover the Essence of  Tantra and inner knowledge
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THE RETREAT
We propose  that your vacation investment is benefited from these activities:

Morning Sadhanas: we know for a fact that if you do not take care of yourself at all the levels
of the bodies of human being you will not have a clear of mind, a rebalanced energy or just a
way to awake yourself.

Master Class: these are designed by one or two teachers in order to share unique knowledge
that can give to the other participants of the BeTantric Summer Camp a plus with their
practice. We believe that a masterclass brings the perfect way to be trained but at the same
time to enjoy the time with us.

Experiences: without the rigor of a class we will deliver a
wonderful experience within tantra from massages, rituals, yoga,
meditation , or breathwork, a life living workshops with the target
to feel, sense and perceive the unique way that tantra is !!!

Night Laboratories: Tantra as a universal discipline can deliver
to us a range of different experiences. These are thought in
order that the teacher or teachers can develop and explore
some radical or new to the field. And of course that can bring a
new knowledge, experience or transformation. 

La Lobera,has a singular aspect. Located at the Sierra de
Gredos, allows that event is hot we have the winds of the Sierra
to refresh us. It is localized at a unique set, there are mother
stones of the size of 5 stories buildings (celto-iberic ritual
places)the energy that brings to the experience is amazing since
you have the benefit of electromagnetically and pulsing mother
earth energy. It has its own river, a swimming pool, wonderful
trees and natural areas to get lost , and a geodesic work area in
the middle of the natura. Therefore, do not expect that we will
be all the time in a close environment !



THE
ESTRUCTURE
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This time we want to offer you in these days to awake and develop:

-     LUCIDITY Clear your mind to start to connect with yourself,
people like wise and the nature of the Sierra de Gredos. Tantra allow
us to understand who we are, where are we and where do we want to
go. Breathwork, Bodywork, Mind, Ritualism, Sacred Sexuality bring

-       ROOTING.  Humanity we have with us a huge immense power
to re-discover how we feel, see and perceive us. Tantra shakes up
that natural instinct to reshape the way you live of your life. With no
forcing nothing it makes you observe how the body the mind and the
energies on us can be one of the most amazing vessel to live a life
living journey; to be grounded experiencing is a major asset to have.

-       Consciousness. When Tantra as a life living experience is
embodied and is done in consciousness the magic happens and one
can perceive the transformation there! We will explore how to expand
the sacred tools of Tantra with different perspectives and teachers.
We want that you sense tantra all the way. The bodies and the
energies when consciousness applied, the magic happens !

-       Connecting. Tantra is wonderful when is practiced. We want
that you understand why be.tantric can be a powerful platform to grow
with people like wise. Not only online but life living gatherings are part
of be.tantric
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THE PARTICIPANTS
TEACHER OR FACILITATOR
The teacher or the facilitator will share with us his or her knowledge in one of the
activities that we had programmed.

LAB. LEADERS
This will be done by instructors or teachers with the target to share a practice
that can bring some thing new or an experience in which is new for you or can
bring new knowledge for every one. It can be donde by one or two teachers or
instructors.

PARTICIPANTS
Just enjoy the journey of receive and practice all the activities that we will be
programm.
 



Its open to any one and also to tantra practitioner 
On Tuesday we arrive at 14 hrs. to start at 16 hrs
we have an introduction gathering.
We will have dinner that Tuesday
We finish at 12.30 noon on the 3rd of September 

The retreat  

 

PAYMENT OR DEPOSIT
(REMEMBER TO GIVE YOUR NAME AND THE TITLE BETANTRIC camp)

THE NETHERLANDS & 
REST OF EUROPE
TrueTantra Netherlands / ING Bank
BIC: INGBNL2A  
IBAN: NL11 INGB000 6803790

becoming tantric
Summer Retreat

INVESTMENT

Be tantric Members 540 eur
No betantric members… 590 eur

PAYPAL ( REMEMBER TO ADD 5% EXTRA
OF COMISSION)

https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/truetantraeu/

https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/truetantraeu/


 :: Venue where Transformation Happens ::

The retreat will be done in a Eco- Spanish finca in Arenas de San Pedro, a
municipality of Avila, Spain. La Lobera de Gredos is a place that is closer to Madrid
than Avila city. One hour 20 minutes in car and two hours in Bus. AIRPORT: Madrid

Barajas
 *Exact Address : Paraje de la Parrilla s/n, 05400 Arenas de San Pedro, Spain.

LA LOBERA DE GREDOS 

-It has a wonderful micro-climate within a very hot
summer you can enjoy the breeze and the
cooling of the Sierra. 
-Swimming pool, a nearby river, plenty of nature
& wonderful weather. The advantage to be nude
and enjoy the freedom to be with other men. You
will share the room with someone else, if you are
a couple tell us immediately, since only we have
limited rooms for couples. The room is given by
lotto and we divide the people that smokes, light
sleepers, and the ones that snore. If you are not
from Spain. How do I arrive?By Car: Give a clicl
in the link that I am enclosing. Once you reach
the town of Arenas de San Pedro cross it by the
main street towards downtown (you have to pass
the Castle) take the “Guisando” road. Afterwards,
200 mts. You will find three signs (first one to the
right) that will be starting to guide you to the
Lobera. The house is like 3km from Arenas 6 or 7
minutes. www.laloberadegredos.com
y Bus : There are between 5 buses a day going to
Arenas de San Pedro. You have to take it from
Estación Sur Bus Station that is also Subway
station (Mendez Alvaro)

 The cost is 10 euros. The bus line is called
SAMAR and you can contact them and also see
time tables on +34 917230506 y (only within
Spain) 902257025, http:// www.samar.es
If you have reach by bus you either can take a
taxi from there to LA Lobera. The price is
betwenn 7 to 8 euros. The info. Of the taxis
service there is +34 920.370954, cell phone +34
651552258A

Drinks. At the end of the night there is a bar open
in the same venue, therefore you will have the
opportunity to mingle with a nice cup of Spanish
wine or beer. These drinks are not included in
the price of the event.Nudity. The venue allow to
us to enjoy the freedom to be nude. It is not
mandatory to be naked, but you can enjoy the
sensation to be all natural. Remember to bring
the following:One or two beach sarongs
- One Beach towel & one normal towel
- Pair of Beach sándals
- Solar protection lotion if you are sensitive to the
sun. Light cloths.
- Shoes or sport shoes in order to walk.
- A sweater or light jacket for the nights, some
times get chilly. White cloths for our special night



Nudity. The venue allow to us to enjoy the freedom to be nude. It is not mandatory
to be naked, but you can enjoy the sensation to be all natural. 

Remember to bring the following:
- One or two beach sarongs
– One Beach towel & one normal towel
– Pair of Beach sándals
– Solar protection lotion if you are sensitive to the sun. Light cloths.
– Shoes or sport shoes in order to walk.
– A sweater or light jacket for the nights, some times get chilly. 
-A set of White clothes for our special night.
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CONTACT
ANAND RUDRA
Teléfono +34 645 19 56 04
Email truetantra@outlook.com
http://truetantra.eu/


